SUMMARY

Machine learning (ML) is increasingly used in clinical oncology to diagnose cancers, predict patient outcomes, and inform treatment planning. Here, we review recent applications of ML across the clinical oncology workflow. We review how these techniques are applied to medical imaging and to molecular data obtained from liquid and solid tumor biopsies for cancer diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment design. We discuss key considerations in developing ML for the distinct challenges posed by imaging and molecular data. Finally, we examine ML models approved for cancer-related patient usage by regulatory agencies and discuss approaches to improve the clinical usefulness of ML.

INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, machine learning (ML) has seen an explosion of applications in medicine, particularly within oncology. As a set of complex, heterogeneous, and prevalent diseases, cancers provide both a challenging set of diagnostic problems and copious data in multiple modalities. This makes clinical oncology a promising field for ML, which utilizes data to learn patterns and the structure of a dataset (see machine learning primer section for a brief introduction to ML). In particular, rich imaging and molecular data have spurred the application of ML to correlate these data sources with early cancer detection, monitoring of cancer progression, and identification of optimized therapeutic treatment.

Medical imaging has been a powerful tool that has revolutionized cancer diagnostics. In particular, medical imaging enables non-invasive, cheap, and scalable detection, localization, and monitoring of cancer. Radiology images, as well as other image modalities like skin images or colonoscopy videos, are used for screening and diagnosis. Pathology images of tissue samples are used to confirm a cancer diagnosis and determine prognostic factors such as cancer subtype. Both radiology and pathology images can guide treatment by informing the selection of chemotherapy or immunotherapy and aiding radiotherapy planning. As medical imaging is increasingly fundamental to the clinical oncology workflow, the quantity of imaging data is often growing faster than clinicians can handle. This leads to a desire for automated methods of processing medical images to reduce clinician workload, accelerate the analysis of time-sensitive images, and mitigate clinician errors. Advances in ML for computer vision have been adapted for medical imaging and are already showing great promise for rapidly and accurately analyzing a variety of imaging modalities in clinical oncology.

Although imaging informs many aspects of cancer care, molecular characterization can provide a more fine-grained view of a patient's cancer status. This is particularly important as cancer therapeutics become increasingly targeted and mechanistic. Liquid biopsies, which measure molecular biomarkers present in non-invasive physiology samples such as blood or urine, have emerged as a promising approach to profiling tumor states for cancer diagnostics. Liquid and solid tumor biopsies also make it possible to serially profile tumor status and identify characteristics of tumor evolution and heterogeneity that are associated with resistance to therapies, recurrence, and poor survival outcomes. Due to the wealth of information provided by liquid biopsies and solid tumor biopsies, ML has been instrumental in predicting clinical outcomes and cancer status from rich molecular features.

In this review, we explore recent advances in ML applied to clinical oncology. We focus on relatively mature ML technologies already deployed or close to deployment in clinical settings. There is a large body of exciting development of ML for more basic cancer research and drug discovery that we do not cover here. Because imaging and molecular data are two major data modalities in clinical oncology with distinct ML challenges, we structure the review to discuss imaging ML and molecular ML separately. For each modality, we discuss both the major applications of ML and the types of ML models and techniques that
are frequently used. As many of these ML models are moving from lab to clinic, we also review the regulatory process for approving ML methods for cancer diagnostics. We highlight examples of recently approved ML-based devices in this category and discuss the clinical studies necessary to obtain approval. We then discuss how to improve ML model design and evaluation in order to build trust in cancer-related ML and further clinical adoption. Finally, we outline emerging technologies, both in medicine and ML, that are promising directions for future research in clinical oncology.

**MACHINE LEARNING PRIMER**

ML aims to solve tasks by learning patterns from data rather than using hand-coded rules. An ML model is trained to perform a task by showing it several examples of input data (e.g., mammograms) and corresponding output labels (e.g., cancer or no cancer) and updating the internal parameters of the model accordingly to make its predictions more accurate. Model evaluation on external test data, which comes from an entirely different source than the training and internal test data (e.g., a different hospital or patient population), is particularly valuable to determine the model’s generalizability across diverse settings. While most ML methods for cancer are a form of supervised learning, where each data point has an associated label, unsupervised learning methods such as clustering and dimensionality reduction can produce relevant insights into unlabeled data.

**Traditional ML vs. deep learning**

Traditional ML algorithms take a wide variety of forms, with most designed to work with tabular data, where each data point has a set of explicit features (e.g., patient age or gene mutation status) that are used to predict the label. One common algorithm is called a random forest, which consists of a set of decision trees, each of which is constructed based on the training data to make a series of binary decisions about the input features that culminates in a prediction of the label of the data point. Another algorithm is the support vector machine (SVM), which learns a line (or hyperplane in multiple dimensions) in the coordinate system defined by the input features to separate the data points into two classes. Regression models learn a linear combination of input features that predict either continuous labels (e.g., linear regression) or binary labels (e.g., logistic regression).

With the increasing availability and power of graphics processing units (GPUs), a subfield of machine learning called deep learning (DL) has overtaken traditional ML for many prediction tasks. The core component of DL models is a neural network, which consists of one or more layers of units called neurons that compute weighted sums of inputs followed by applying a nonlinear function. These layers of neurons thus compute a representation of the input called an embedding, which is then used by the final layer of neurons to make an output prediction. The DL models are more flexible compared to traditional ML models, and because DL relies less on feature engineering, they are capable of processing a wider variety of unstructured data types including images, text, and speech. However, DL models typically require significantly more training data, so traditional ML models can still be useful, particularly for data-limited or tabular tasks.

In order to process non-tabular data, the architecture of a neural network (e.g., number of neurons or layers or connections between neurons) is modified to fit the desired data type. Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are primarily designed for processing images. Graph neural networks (GNNs) handle graph data, such as cell-cell interaction graphs. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) and transformers analyze sequential data, such as genetic sequences or series of images. Each of these classes of models has many specific model architectures, such as ResNet or U-Net for CNNs and LSTM or GRU for RNNs. The models are optimized with stochastic gradient descent. Figure 1 illustrates common traditional ML and DL models.

Both traditional ML and DL models require that the data is cleaned (e.g., modifying data with missing features or extreme values) in order to learn effectively. Additionally, the input features must be amenable to the type of model. For example, neural networks use vectors of real numbers as input, so categorical features such as cancer type are typically converted to one-hot vectors with all zeros except for a single one in a position that indicates the appropriate category. Many traditional ML methods are available in the scikit-learn package, while deep learning models can be built using packages such as PyTorch and TensorFlow. Because ML models often require tuning hyperparameters to obtain optimal performance, it is important that a validation dataset be used during this step that is distinct from the held-out test dataset, which is only evaluated after the final hyperparameters have been chosen.

**Training techniques**

One common technique is transfer learning, where a model is first trained on a large dataset that is somewhat related to the task of interest (pre-training) before being trained on a smaller dataset consisting of the actual task of interest (fine-tuning). For example, image-based cancer detection models are often pre-trained on large object detection datasets, enabling the model to recognize general shapes, and are then fine-tuned on small cancer detection image datasets. Transfer learning is more useful when the pre-training data are similar to the data of interest. Another common method is data augmentation, where input data are modified (e.g., images are rotated or blurred) to artificially expand the training set and make the model more robust to noise that might appear in real-world data. Regularization is a technique that controls the size of the parameters of a model to prevent overfitting and encourage sparse feature usage. Weak supervision involves using data with limited or noisy label information. A common type of weak supervision is multiple instance learning, in which labeled data points (e.g., images with cancer/no cancer labels) are broken down into smaller pieces (e.g., image tiles) that are easier for an ML model to process. The model makes predictions on each piece of the data separately, and those predictions are then aggregated to form a prediction for the whole data point. Finally, interpretability is a set of methods that aim to explain why a model is making a certain prediction. For example, an image-based model might highlight regions of an image that led the model to diagnose a patient with cancer.
In this section, we highlight applications of image-based ML throughout the clinical workflow for cancer. Early ML approaches used hand-crafted image features such as tumor shape or textural heterogeneity that were computationally extracted from images. These features were used as inputs to a traditional ML model, such as a support vector machine (SVM) or random forest, to make a clinical prediction. Starting in the early 2010s, a class of ML models called deep learning (DL) models began to take hold as the dominant ML method. DL models automatically learn features from an image to make clinical predictions, thereby simultaneously reducing the need for painstakingly crafting image features while significantly outperforming feature-based ML models. These models can be applied to virtually any medical imaging modality, including X-ray and MRI for radiology, H&E stains for pathology, images of skin lesions for dermatology, and videos of colonoscopies for gastroenterology. Here, we discuss examples of ML—primarily DL—applied to three clinical stages: risk stratification, diagnosis, and prognosis and treatment planning. Figure 2 illustrates the general image-based ML model pipeline and each of the three clinical stages. Although we discuss each stage separately, it is worth noting that some ML methods make predictions that cross these boundaries, such as simultaneous diagnosis and prognosis via pathology images.

**Risk stratification**

Understanding a patient’s risk of developing cancer is important for early cancer detection and effective treatment. Often, cancer risk is evaluated based on a patient’s demographics, family medical history, and tumor features. ML models can be trained to predict a patient’s risk of developing cancer based on these risk factors. For example, a ML model might be trained to predict the risk of breast cancer in a woman based on factors such as age, family history, and tumor characteristics. The model might output a risk score that ranges from low to high, with a higher score indicating a higher risk of developing cancer. This risk score can be used to guide clinical decision-making, such as determining the need for further testing or monitoring.

**Diagnosis**

ML models can also be used to make a clinical diagnosis. For example, a ML model might be trained to predict the likelihood of a patient having a particular disease based on imaging features. The model might output a probability score that ranges from 0 to 1, with a score of 1 indicating that the model is 100% confident that the patient has the disease. This score can be used to guide clinical decision-making, such as determining whether to proceed with a biopsy or other diagnostic tests.

**Prognosis and Treatment Planning**

ML models can also be used to predict a patient’s prognosis, which is the likelihood of survival or disease progression. For example, a ML model might be trained to predict the likelihood of a patient with a particular disease surviving for a certain period of time. The model might output a survival probability score that ranges from 0 to 100, with a score of 0 indicating that the patient is unlikely to survive and a score of 100 indicating that the patient is likely to survive. This score can be used to guide clinical decision-making, such as determining the best treatment options for a patient.

In conclusion, ML models have the potential to transform the way cancer is diagnosed, treated, and managed. By automatically learning features from images and other data, ML models can make more accurate predictions than traditional ML models, which rely on hand-crafted features. This can lead to improved patient outcomes and more efficient healthcare delivery. However, there are also challenges to be addressed, such as ensuring the models are interpretable and that they are trained on representative data. Despite these challenges, the potential benefits of ML models in cancer care are significant, and ongoing research is needed to further develop and optimize these models.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Tiles</th>
<th>ML model</th>
<th>Aggregation</th>
<th>Prediction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient population</td>
<td>Imaging technology</td>
<td>Image resolution</td>
<td>Class and architecture</td>
<td>Aggregation method</td>
<td>Label source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of patients</td>
<td>Image normalization</td>
<td>All tiles vs. only ROIs</td>
<td>Tile vs. pixel output</td>
<td>Label type</td>
<td>Metrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single vs. multi site</td>
<td>Data augmentation</td>
<td>Human vs. ML ROIs</td>
<td>Pretraining</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Risk stratification**
Goal: Identify patients at high risk of cancer to prioritize screening.
ML predictions: Risk of cancer, risk factors like breast density.
Example: Predicting five-year breast cancer risk using four-view mammograms from 57,000 patients. ResNet-19 embeds low resolution images and a Transformer merges the embeddings and predicts cancer risk.

**Diagnosis**
Goal: Determine if the patient has cancer.
ML predictions: Presence of cancer.
Example: Diagnosing lung cancer using CT scans from 16,000 patients. RetinaNet identifies ROIs and Inception predicts ROI cancer probabilities that are combined by the "noisy-or" equation: \( p = (1 - p_a) \times (1 - p_b) \) into a single cancer probability.

**Prognosis and treatment selection**
Goal: Predict the patient’s outcome and best treatment, directly or via tumor features.
ML predictions: Cancer subtype, mutation status, survival, radiotherapy plan, chemotherapy, immunotherapy.
Example: Predicting mesothelioma survival using tissue biopsies from 3,000 patients. U-Net segments the tissue into tiles, ResNet-50 predicts survival scores for each tile, and a neural network combines the 10 top and 10 bottom scores.
history, and genetics, but imaging can also reveal patient characteristics that might increase cancer risk. Existing work on image-based cancer risk prediction falls into two categories: predicting characteristics associated with cancer risk and directly predicting cancer risk itself.

**Risk proxies**
A typical example of a characteristic associated with cancer risk is breast density in breast cancer. Breast density is correlated with increased risk of cancer development and missed detection on mammography and therefore indicates who might benefit from additional screening. To improve breast density assessment with DL, Lehman et al. trained a ResNet-18 CNN model on mammograms to predict breast density categories routinely evaluated in clinical practice. The model showed a high level of agreement with a panel of five radiologists on a held-out test set of images. Furthermore, the DL model was implemented in clinical practice, and radiologists accepted the binary density predictions of the model 94% of the time. The model was additionally validated at an external site and showed the potential to increase the consistency of breast density evaluations by radiologists at different sites.

**Risk prediction**
More often than quantifying risk proxies, DL is used to directly predict cancer risk. For example, DL models are often trained to use images from a screening mammogram to predict whether a patient will develop cancer at some point. Dembrower et al. highlight the benefit of this direct approach to risk prediction, as they showed that a breast cancer risk score produced by an Inception-ResNet-v2 CNN model was more accurate than using clinical breast density assessments to predict risk. Yaia et al. developed a DL model on mammograms that could better predict the likelihood that a woman would develop breast cancer within five years than the well-established Tyrer-Cuzick risk model, which is based on clinical features such as patient age. Their method consisted of a ResNet-18 model to process each of the four standard mammogram views, followed by a transformer network that aggregated the view embeddings into a single mammogram embedding. This embedding was used to predict known risk factors, a baseline cancer risk score, and a hazard score for additional risk in future years. They also used a conditional-adversarial training scheme to make the model invariant to the mammogram device to ensure consistent risk assessments across devices. The authors later validated their model on test sets from seven hospitals across five countries, demonstrating the generalizability of the model across diverse patient populations and screening centers. Ha et al. designed a CNN model that predicts risk not only at the image level but also at the pixel level, meaning that each risk prediction score comes with a heatmap on the image indicating the regions where cancer is most likely to develop. Although most studies have focused on risk stratification for breast cancer, ML has also been used for predicting lung cancer risk from chest X-rays with CNNs and for predicting prostate cancer risk from MRIs, with support vector machines applied to hand-crafted radiomics features.

These methods aim to personalize cancer screening by providing a risk score to a physician, who is then responsible for determining an appropriate screening frequency for the patient. However, since standard, non-ML risk scores are relatively coarse-grained and imprecise, current guidelines place patients in large groups based on high or low risk and suggest the same screening schedule for all patients in a group, rather than adapting the screening frequency uniquely for each patient. Yala et al. demonstrated that reinforcement learning, an area of machine learning that involves deciding which actions to take to maximize a reward, can be used in conjunction with DL risk prediction models to automatically design an optimal screening schedule for each patient individually. These individual screening schedules significantly improved simulated early detection rates per screening mammogram compared to standard clinical guidelines.

**Diagnosis**
Diagnosing cancer typically involves two steps. First, either in the course of routine screening or in response to symptoms, patients undergo non-invasive imaging such as radiological scans. Second, if these images reveal suspicious regions of tissue that might indicate cancer, a biopsy is then taken and sent to a pathology lab, which can confirm the diagnosis with the help of histological imaging. ML can improve the diagnostic accuracy of both of these steps by identifying patterns—both known and unknown to clinicians—that indicate the presence or absence of cancer. ML also provides a consistent and detailed image evaluation that can catch cancers missed by time-constrained physicians, which is particularly crucial in radiology for early detection.

**Non-invasive imaging**
Detecting signs of cancer via ML applied to radiological or other non-invasive imaging has garnered substantial attention and excitement due to the abundance of data and the success of...
ML methods, with several claiming to achieve physician-level performance for cancer detection. These methods hold promise to improve and standardize early detection of cancer, save physicians time, and expand access to high-quality cancer care to patients in low-resource settings. Esteva et al. trained an Inception v3 CNN to classify skin cancer from images of skin lesions, matching the performance of 21 dermatologists on biopsy-proven clinical images.16 With the prevalence of smartphones, skin lesion classification with DL could potentially be available directly to patients.20 DL also has the potential to aid doctors with diagnostic procedures such as colonoscopies by analyzing live videos and highlighting suspicious regions of tissue in real-time to guide the operation.17 In radiology, Ardila et al. developed a 3D CNN for lung cancer screening with one component identifying regions of interest (ROIs), another component processing the entire image, and a final classification layer combining the outputs of both components.30 If a prior CT scan is available, the model extracts features from ROIs in both the current and prior CT images. Their model was at least on par with six radiologists and reduced both false positive and false negative rates in some situations. While many such methods were validated on relatively small datasets from a single site, McKinney et al. built a DL model for diagnosing breast cancer from mammograms and evaluated their model on large datasets from the US and the UK.31 They found that their model had superior performance compared to six radiologists. They also demonstrated that in many cases, they could replace a second reader, which is standard procedure in the UK, with their model’s prediction and save 88% of the time of the second reader without sacrificing performance.

Despite these successes, there has been debate about the transparency, interpretability, reproducibility, and robustness of some of these results.32 Most of these studies are retrospective, single-site, and compare ML performance post hoc to human performance rather than evaluating ML models in the way they would be used in the clinic, as a system to assist human decision making. Some recent studies have worked to address these shortcomings to more convincingly demonstrate the benefits of ML in cancer diagnosis. Qian et al. performed a prospective, rather than retrospective, evaluation of a DL model using ultrasound to assess breast cancer.35 Kim et al. designed a reader study in which radiologists evaluated mammograms either with or without the aid of an ML model trained on mammograms from five institutions in three countries.34 Radiologists from multiple institutions had superior performance when working in conjunction with ML rather than alone. Hekler et al. had dermatologists and an ML model separately evaluate skin images to detect cancer and then combined those predictions using a decision tree-based ML algorithm called XGBoost to achieve performance superior to either method independently.35

Image-based deep learning has also been used in other ways to aid preliminary cancer diagnosis. In Yala et al., a ResNet-18 model was built to triage mammograms by setting a high-sensitivity prediction threshold so that nearly all predicted negative cases were truly negative.36 In a simulation study, these predicted negative cases were skipped by radiologists, allowing radiologists to only read 80.7% of mammograms while maintaining sensitivity and specificity across all cases. Instead of diagnosing cases, Xu et al. built a CNN model to segment breast ultrasound images into functional tissues to aid clinicians who interpret and diagnose the images.37 Cao et al. designed a model that simultaneously diagnoses and grades prostate cancer at the pixel level from multi-parametric MRI, leveraging the power of DL models to move beyond cancer detection alone.38 A future direction is integrating patient history and pertinent clinical presentation in image-based DL models. Multimodal DL models have become increasingly popular in healthcare applications, given the importance of clinical history in diagnosis. In one instance, Akselrod-Ballin et al. trained a DL model to diagnose breast cancer from mammograms that additionally incorporates information from medical records, finding that it led to improved diagnostic accuracy over models that did not incorporate health records.39

**Confirmation by pathology**

Pathology samples, typically stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), are assessed by pathologists to confirm a preliminary cancer diagnosis. Due to the large size of digital whole slide images of histopathology, DL models frequently use multiple instance learning (MIL). In MIL, the DL model operates on small image tiles and then aggregates individual tile-level embeddings or predictions into a diagnostic prediction for the whole slide.40 Campanella et al. used MIL to train a DL model for prostate, breast, and other cancers. The model could allow pathologists to exclude 65–75% of slides while still identifying cancers with 100% sensitivity.41 This model has the potential to significantly reduce the workload of pathologists, allowing them to spend more time on difficult cases.

As with preliminary diagnosis via non-invasive imaging, rigorous evaluations of DL-based pathology tools using multi-site, prospective trials with DL-assisted pathologists are needed to evaluate the clinical utility of these models. Several recent works have performed studies with at least some of these criteria, showing improved pathologist performance when assisted by DL models that highlight ROIs of the image and/or provide a diagnostic prediction.42,43

DL models sometimes predict more than a binary cancer versus no cancer label in order to provide clinicians with additional diagnostic information. For example, in cases of cancer of unknown primary origin, determining an appropriate diagnosis and treatment plan requires inferring the origin of cancer. Lu et al. trained a ResNet-50-based model on H&E images to identify a tumor as primary or metastatic and predict its site of origin across 18 different primary origins, with top-3 prediction accuracy on an external set exceeding 90%.15 The model incorporated attention after the CNN layers, which identified regions in the slide of high diagnostic relevance and provided a form of human interpretability. Cou仄ray et al. built an Inception v3 CNN model for lung cancer to simultaneously diagnose cancer, determine the tumor subtype of positive cases, and predict the presence of six genetic mutations from H&E-stained images.18

**Prognosis and treatment selection**

After a cancer diagnosis, physicians and patients are interested in determining the patient’s prognosis and selecting the optimal treatment for that patient. Since both prognosis and treatment selection depend on the characteristics of the cancer, many ML methods indirectly aid prognosis and treatment selection.
by predicting tumor features such as cancer subtype or mutation status. Other methods directly predict prognosis or guide treatment selection by evaluating or planning potential treatments. Below, we discuss both types of methods.

**Tumor features**

Prognosis and treatment selection are both informed by a number of tumor features that can be predicted by image-based ML models. For example, ML models have been developed to predict the subtype or grade of a tumor, such as the Gleason grade in prostate cancer, which gives physicians information about patient survival and which treatments might be most effective. Esteva et al. fuse information from both histology slides and clinical data in a DL model that predicts the likelihood of 5- and 10-year metastasis, which can indicate more aggressive disease that requires additional treatment. They pre-trained the image portion of their DL model using a self-supervised technique called momentum contrast, in which the model was trained to identify whether two image tiles were augmented versions of the same tile or were different tiles. Besides tumor subtype, another goal is to predict the genetic characteristics of a tumor, such as microsatellite instability, tumor mutational burden, or whole-genome duplication. Some studies use H&E images to predict gene expression and assess survival-related tumor heterogeneity. Saltz et al. develop a deep learning-based computational stain that identifies tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes whose spatial patterns are correlated with survival. Wang et al. use a 3D CNN to predict EGFR mutation status in lung adenocarcinoma from ROIs selected manually from CT scans, thus providing a non-invasive method of genotyping cancer and informing potential treatments. When biopsy samples are available, it is still more reliable to measure genotypes using molecular methods that we discuss in the next section.

**Prognosis**

A number of DL models have been developed to predict patient survival from histology slides. Courtioll et al. provide an example of this type of model and workflow for prognosis in mesothelioma. First, they trained a U-Net CNN on several hundred manually annotated histology images to perform tissue segmentation. Next, they divided each patient’s whole slide histology image into small image tiles and kept all the tiles that were predicted to contain at least 20% tissue according to the U-Net model. Using transfer learning, they took a ResNet-50 CNN pre-trained on an image recognition task called ImageNet and used it to predict a score for each tile. The 10 highest and 10 lowest scores were passed to a neural network that predicts the patient’s survival time. The ResNet-50 model and neural network were trained together on 2,300 slides with a loss function based on the Cox proportional hazards model. They demonstrate that their model significantly outperforms simpler survival prediction models that only use histological type or grade without the image. Bychkov et al. instead predict survival for colorectal cancer using all image tiles by applying an RNN to aggregate the embeddings produced by a CNN model for each tile. In contrast to methods using histology images, Xu et al. take advantage of the fact that radiology is non-invasive and can easily be repeated over time to develop a combined CNN + RNN model that updates its survival predictions over the course of treatment.

**Response to treatment**

Predicting response to treatment, either prior to or during the early stages of treatment, can aid physicians in selecting the optimal treatment for a patient. Joo et al. developed a multi-modal DL model to predict whether patients would achieve a pathologic complete response after neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) for breast cancer. Their model made predictions by fusing information from two different pretreatment MRIs, each processed with a 3D ResNet model, and clinical information, such as age and HER2 status, processed by a neural network. Gu et al. also aimed to predict response to NAC in breast cancer, but they applied DL models to pairs of ultrasonography images, with one image taken before NAC and the other taken after some, but not all, of the NAC treatments. Through a prospective study, they showed that their model could predict whether a patient would respond to the full course of therapy, indicating that it could be used to alter the course of treatment early for those patients who are predicted not to respond. Tian et al. built a model that extracts features from CT images using a DenseNet CNN and hand-crafted radiomics features, with a neural network classifier processing the concatenation of both sets of features to assess PD-L1 expression in non-small cell lung cancer. This enables a non-invasive prediction of response to anti-PD-1 antibody immunotherapy. Lu et al. found that deep learning could evaluate tumor morphological change in metastatic colorectal cancer from CT scans, which may allow early adjustments during treatment. Notably, this study used an RNN to combine image features extracted by CNNs from CT scans at multiple time points during treatment.

**Radiotherapy planning**

Planning radiotherapy is a time-consuming process that could benefit from the speed of ML models. McIntosh et al. performed a blinded, head-to-head study of human-generated and ML-generated radiotherapy treatment plans for prostate cancer. ML-generated treatment plans were inferred from the treatment plans of previous patients who were most similar to the current patient according to a learned similarity metric based on features extracted from CT images. In their prospective study of 50 patients, ML-generated plans were selected over human-generated plans 61% of the time while reducing the radiotherapy planning time by 60%, from a median of 118 h to 47 h. Hosny et al. built a U-Net model to segment primary non-small cell lung cancer tumors and involved lymph nodes in CT images, which is a time-consuming step in radiotherapy planning, with validation across eight internal and external clinical sites in multiple countries. In their study, AI assistance led to a 65% reduction in segmentation time and a 32% reduction in variability between clinicians.

**MACHINE LEARNING FOR MOLECULAR CANCER DIAGNOSIS, PROGNOSIS, AND TREATMENT**

Recent advances in sample processing, genomic sequencing, and molecular technologies have generated rich datasets from solid tumor biopsies and molecular liquid biopsies, which aim to detect circulating cell-free tumor DNA (cfDNA). ML models have played an instrumental role in mapping these datasets to clinical outputs. We first give an overview of liquid biopsy and solid tumor datasets and discuss how their unique
characteristics influence the ML models utilized. We focus our attention on how ML models have been applied for tertiary analysis of genomic datasets. We then give an overview of how ML models have been applied to facilitate liquid biopsy-based and solid tumor-based diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment selection and tumor monitoring. These advancements, summarized in Figure 3, have spurred a rapidly developing field that has garnered tremendous clinical and commercial interest.

Characteristics and ML models for molecular datasets

Liquid and solid tumor biopsy data sequencing datasets share several characteristics and challenges that guide the design of ML methods. First, dataset size is often limited. Each tumor subtype may only be represented by less than 50 samples. Given the small number of samples per dataset, ML models tend to be smaller and leverage careful feature engineering and domain expertise. Ongoing initiatives, such as the Circulating Cell-free Genome Atlas (CCGA), which has recruited 15,000 patients from over 140 sites, will provide valuable new resources that are multi-institutional and balanced in patient and clinical demographics.

The small sample challenge of liquid and solid tumor biopsy datasets is amplified by the high-dimensional nature of the data. Thus, applying ML to liquid and solid biopsy datasets requires careful consideration of properly selecting features or aggregating existing features for model training. Additionally, high dimensionality warrants vigilance for overfitting to training data. Here, regularization, which regularizes or pressures model coefficients toward zero in order to encourage less complex and flexible models that are less susceptible to overfitting,
have been helpful in mitigating problems that arise with high-dimensional datasets. Common regularization methods that have been used with molecular datasets include ridge, LASSO, or elastic net.

Molecular datasets can also suffer from a low signal-to-noise ratio stemming from difficulties in determining the veracity of detected variants. Of note, circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) typically comprises only 5%–10% (in late-stage disease) to less than 0.01%–1.0% (in early-stage disease) of total circulating cell-free DNA. The balance between wide coverage but low sequencing depth versus high sequencing depth of a more limited target is an important factor that affects the signal-to-noise ratio. This tradeoff is further amplified when creating molecular datasets for ML applications. Targeted sequencing panels can reduce noise; however, emerging work has demonstrated that aggregation variants across the genome can improve ML performance. Careful design of training datasets for ML applications can help to mitigate some of the noisy data limitations. Case-control designs—e.g., cases comprising patients with localized non-small cell lung cancer matched with controls of risk-matched adults undergoing annual radiologic screening for lung cancer—are a common strategy to reduce confounders and improve signal.

While DL has become the model of choice for numerous genomic applications, the unique challenges of liquid and solid tumor biopsy data have rendered DL models less directly applicable. Moreover, inductive biases of popular DL architectures (e.g., spatial invariance of CNNs) are less suitable for sequence variants or gene expression. Rather, smaller models such as regularized logistic regression, SVM, random forest classifiers, and elastic nets are commonly used, and they utilize domain expertise to design features.

Applications of ML models to molecular tumor data
In this section, we review how ML is facilitating the use of molecular data for cancer diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment selection and tumor monitoring (Figure 3).

Cancer diagnosis
Early cancer detection is critical for timely interventions that can improve patient outcomes. Liquid biopsy methods utilize detected variants from a targeted sequencing panel to determine the presence of cancer. While detected mutational burden can be predictive, using mutational burden alone can be limited in sensitivity, specificity, and power. Integrating additional variants and genomic features can increase predictive power. ML models have been instrumental in classifying detected variants as pathological, aggregating variants, and identifying variants that are most predictive.

Models such as logistic regression and elastic net have been used to integrate detected variants. For example, Lung-CLIP (Cancer Likelihood in Plasma) employs an ensemble ML classifier using nearest neighbor classifiers, naive Bayes, logistic regression, and decision trees to determine the likelihood that a plasma sample contains lung cancer ctDNA. While detecting variant burden from cfDNA is promising, ascertaining the tissue of origin of ctDNA is more challenging.

DNA methylation sequences have also been pursued as molecular predictors for early cancer detection. Changes to CpG DNA methylation are one of the earliest molecular aberrations in cancer initiation and offer enhanced capability to infer tissue origin of ctDNA due to the presence of tissue-specific CpG islands. A systematic evaluation of 10 ML classifiers with various data inputs (whole-genome sequencing of cfDNA, targeted cfDNA panels, and DNA methylation) using CCGA found that classifiers that utilized whole-genome methylation sequences had the highest cancer detection sensitivity and best prediction of cancer signal origin.

A central challenge in utilizing methylation sequences is determining which methylation features to select, given that there are 30 million CpG sites that can be methylated or unmethylated. This can be tackled through ML methods that facilitate dimensionality reduction or feature selection. Regularized regression, such as elastic net, has been popular in feature selection for methylation datasets. Maros et al. systematically compared four ML classifiers (random forest, elastic net, SVM, and boosted trees) in combination with post-processing algorithms and found that elastic net delivers the best performance in methylation-based cancer detection and classification. Grail has utilized probability models, such as Bernoulli mixture models, to determine the ranking of positive and negative methylation features likely to distinguish cancer types from one another or non-cancer.

While previous liquid biopsy technologies have primarily utilized cfDNA sequences or methylation status, the fragmentation patterns of cfDNA, also called fragmentomics, can provide additional features to enhance ML cancer detection models. Several studies have found that incorporating fragmentomics into their classifier improved classifier performance. Similarly, Jamshidi et al. found that fragment length ML classifiers provided similar sensitivity to a classifier based on genomic alterations. Improved performance could be attributed to additional epigenetic or mechanistic information conveyed by fragmentomic profiles that can increase predictive capability. For example, Esfahani et al. utilized an elastic net model trained on fragmentomics to infer gene expression, classify non-small cell lung cancer, and assess immunotherapy response.

Cancer prognosis
While liquid biopsies hold the potential to revolutionize cancer diagnostics, solid tumor molecular analysis is currently more mature and can provide high-resolution molecular and clinical information that can be leveraged to better characterize cancer prognosis.

Advances in exome and whole-genome sequencing and bulk and single-cell transcriptomic technology offer exciting opportunities to characterize tumor origin, stage, and grade, which influence cancer prognosis. Determining tumor origin, particularly for metastatic tumors, is an important aspect of cancer prognosis that molecular ML models can facilitate. Random forest classifiers have been a popular model of choice for predicting tumor origin. For example, Nguyen et al. utilized an ensemble of binary random forest classifiers trained on 6,756 whole-genome-sequenced primary and metastatic tumors that discriminated between 35 cancer types with an overall recall of 90%. Similary, Tang et al. developed a random forest classifier trained on methylation and miRNA expression data from 17 classes of solid tumors to predict tumor origin. For metastatic tumors,
researchers developed random forest models that perform feature selection and tissue-of-origin classification using gene expression and mutation data. Random forest classifiers are popular due to their ease of interpretability, which provides mechanistic justification of predictions and can facilitate novel biomarker discovery. However, random forest classifiers often require hand-selected features that have relied on patterns of somatic mutations and chromatin state for determining tumor origin. Using a fully connected, feedforward neural network, Jiao et al. determined features correlated with tumor origin and found that passenger mutation regional distribution and mutation type strongly predict tumor origin.76

Determining cell-type composition in tumors is critical in assessing cancer prognosis, as it gives insight into the differentiation status, tumor origin, and stage. Several methods have been developed to deconvolve bulk RNA-seq data, a common and cost-effective method to profile solid tumors. Methods such as CIBERSORT use SVMs to deconvolve bulk RNA-seq data to estimate cell-type compositions.77 CIBERSORTx and CODEFACS have expanded CIBERSORT to deconvolve bulk RNA using nu-support vector regression (ν-SVR) analysis and achieve cell-type-specific gene expression without single-cell data.78,79 While most deconvolution efforts have thus far focused on bulk cellular tissue sources such as tumor specimens, ML deconvolution applications to cell-free nucleic acids are emerging. Indeed, inference of cell types of origin within cell-free RNA (cfRNA) transcriptomes has been achieved using adaptations of CIBERSORTx and ν-SVR,80 as well as using Bayesian cell proportion reconstruction inferred using statistical marginalization.81

In addition to DNA mutations and RNA expression, DNA methylation patterns can also differentiate between different cancer types and subtypes. Capper et al. take advantage of this by designing an ML model that can assign central nervous system tumor (CNS) samples to methylation classes that correspond to tumor types based on genome-wide methylation data.82 Their model consists of a random forest to compute raw scores for the methylation classes followed by a multinomial logistic regression model to calibrate those scores as probabilities of each class. In two prospective analyses, they showed that the methylation predictions perform comparable to or better than histopathological analysis in subtyping some tumors. As an alternative to genomic and transcriptomic methods, Klein et al. used mass spectrometry to analyze epithelial ovarian cancer, and they developed SVM and 1D CNN models that analyze the mass spectrum and predict the histotype of the tumor.83

**Cancer treatment and tumor monitoring**

Selecting cancer treatment, predicting response to treatment, and monitoring tumors after treatment are areas of great promise for ML and genomics. Current treatment selection is determined by clinical guidelines and trials that typically use a handful of clinical features. In contrast, molecular profiles of cancers generate a much larger number of features that can be leveraged to inform cancer treatments. For example, Sammut et al. take a multi-omics approach to predict response to chemotherapy by incorporating clinical, genomic, transcriptomic, pathology, and treatment information into an ensemble model that averages the predictions of logistic regression, SVM, and random forest models.84 Bayesian models such as the continuous individualized risk index (CIRI), which are adept at handling small datasets and quantifying uncertainty, have been used to model ctDNA dynamics after treatment in diverse cancers.85 Such approaches can model ctDNA responses associated with outcomes after therapy with immune checkpoint inhibitors for non-small cell lung cancer and predict which patients will achieve durable clinical benefit.86 New emerging genomic technologies, such as single-cell transcriptomics and spatial transcriptomics, have the potential to revolutionize histopathology characterization of solid tumors. In particular, single-cell transcriptomics can profile the cell composition, which ML models can leverage to predict cancer treatment response and potential resistance.87 Graph neural networks trained on spatial proteomics can model the tumor microenvironment and predict patient response to cancer treatments.89,90

**REGULATORY APPROVAL OF CANCER ML ALGORITHMS**

The ML algorithms reviewed in the previous sections reflect notable advances in the research landscape. However, before ML algorithms can be deployed on patients, they generally require regulatory approval, which entails more rigorous clinical trials and validation testing than what is presented in published academic work. As such, only a small proportion of ML algorithms end up being deployed on patients. Of those that do, they typically perform well in several predefined tasks like detection and triage settings, and they demonstrate reliability and generalizability across different patient populations.

In the US, most ML algorithms are regulated as medical devices by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). In the past decade, over 300 AI/ML-enabled medical devices have been approved by the FDA, with over 40% approved since 2020.91 As an exception to FDA approval, laboratory-developed tests (LDTs) may alternatively receive Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) certification by the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS). Certification of such CLIA LDTs generally applies a lower regulatory standard for approval than the FDA.90 While FDA-approved medical devices are approved for use by medical practitioners, CLIA-certified LDTs are approved for use only by the laboratory for which the certification is granted. LDTs have become increasingly complex and often use ML. The FDA has called for stricter regulation and oversight particularly over higher-risk LDTs,92 though regulatory changes remain to be implemented. Figure 4 summarizes several examples of regulatory-approved ML medical devices for cancer, including clinical study and ML model details, and Table 1 shows additional examples of approved devices.

The European Union’s FDA equivalent, the European Medicines Agency (EMA), operates similarly: cancer-diagnostic AI/ML devices are given a CE mark, which grants approval for sale across the EU and other European countries. However, unlike the US FDA, EMA device approval is decentralized, where individual member countries conduct evaluations, and publicly available information on approvals is sparse. In a comparative analysis of ML devices approved by both the US FDA and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device description</th>
<th>Clinical study details</th>
<th>Model diagram and description</th>
<th>Key</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Transpara**                      | • Breast cancer mammography detection algorithm  
  • FDA approved, 2020          | • Al-assisted and standalone studies  
  • 18 readers  
  • 240 exams               | ![Feature processing](#)  
  ![Feature aggregation](#)  
  ![Linear layers](#)  
  ![Prediction](#) |
| **Paige Prostate**                 | • Prostate pathology cancer diagnostic algorithm  
  • FDA approved, 2019       | • Standalone analytical testing  
  • 847 slides  
  • AI-assisted study  
  • 527 slides  
  • 16 pathologists          | ![Feature processing](#)  
  ![Feature aggregation](#)  
  ![Linear layers](#)  
  ![Prediction](#) |
| **Optellum**                       | • Lung CT cancer nodule detection algorithm  
  • FDA approved, 2021            | • Al-assisted and standalone studies  
  • 360 subjects  
  • 12 readers             | ![Feature processing](#)  
  ![Feature aggregation](#)  
  ![Linear layers](#)  
  ![Prediction](#) |
| **GI Genius**                      | • Lesion detection for endoscopy video  
  • FDA approved, 2021            | • Standalone study  
  • 150 videos  
  • 338 lesions        | ![Feature processing](#)  
  ![Feature aggregation](#)  
  ![Linear layers](#)  
  ![Prediction](#) |
| **InterVenn GLORI**                | • Lab developed test for ovarian cancer diagnosis  
  • CLIA certified, 2021           | • Prospective observational study  
  • 1,200 participants         | ![Feature processing](#)  
  ![Feature aggregation](#)  
  ![Linear layers](#)  
  ![Prediction](#) |

**Figure 4. Regulatory approval of cancer ML algorithms**
Examples of ML medical devices for cancer that have received regulatory approval, including Transpara, Paige Prostate, Optellum, GI Genius, and InterVenn GLORI. Clinical study details are based on information available in published works and registered clinical trials. Model details are based on publications by device developers.

Image sources: mammography, CT, histology, endoscopy.

EMA, most devices first received approval in Europe, suggesting a potentially lower regulatory bar compared to the US.  

**Imaging-based algorithms**
Imaging-based algorithms comprise over 70% of all FDA-approved AI/ML devices. Of these, radiology applications are the most abundant. Pre-diagnosis algorithms like WRDensity and Densitas use CNN architectures like ResNet to provide breast density category predictions for mammograms. AI-Rad Companion and Quantib Prostate use CNN-based networks like U-Net to perform automated segmentation, density calculation, and volume estimation of the prostate gland. Computer-aided triage devices like Saige-Q and CmTriage use CNN classification algorithms to mark a subset of mammogram cases as suspicious to aid radiologists in worklist prioritization. Computer-aided detection/diagnosis devices provide more information by identifying and scoring regions of interest in each image. Examples of breast cancer devices include Lunit Insight, which draws heatmaps (using convolutional layers) with probability percentages over suspicious regions in a mammogram,
MammoScreen, which uses a RetinaNet CNN architecture to draw a bounding polygon over potential lesions along with the predicted lesion type and risk score out of ten. Another example is Optellum Virtual Nodule Clinic, a lung cancer algorithm for CT images that uses a DenseNet architecture to output malignancy prediction scores for user-selected regions of interest.

Imaging ML has more recently expanded outside of radiology as well. Paige Prostate is an FDA-approved prostate pathology algorithm, based on the work of Campanella et al., that uses CNNs and RNNS to diagnose prostate cancer from biopsy slides. Other prostate CLIA-certified pathology ML tests include DeepDx Prostate, which uses semantic segmentation CNNs, and Galen Prostate, which uses multiscale CNNs and gradient boosting classifiers for automated Gleason scoring.

### Table 1. Additional examples of regulatory-approved cancer diagnostic devices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approval type (#)</th>
<th>Date approved</th>
<th>Device name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type of AI/ML</th>
<th>Clinical study details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FDA (P170019)</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>FoundationOne CDx</td>
<td>Microsatellite instability and tumor mutational burden solid tumor tests</td>
<td>Probit model for level of detection</td>
<td>Prospective observational studies (1,400 participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIA certification</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Signatera</td>
<td>LDT for ctDNA-based cancer recurrence test</td>
<td>Cox proportional hazards model</td>
<td>Prospective observational studies (2,000 participants), still recruiting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA (K173839)</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>The Cancer Genetics Tissue of Origin Test</td>
<td>Tissue of origin genetic test</td>
<td>Normalization, classification, and correlation algorithms</td>
<td>Analytical testing only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA (K183271)</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>AI RAD Companion (Pulmonary)</td>
<td>Lung nodule segmentation</td>
<td>FCOS CNN object detection network</td>
<td>&gt;4,500 cases, standalone study only, reader-annotated ground truth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA (K183285)</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>CmTriage</td>
<td>Breast cancer triage</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>1,255 exams, standalone study only, biopsy-proven ground truth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA (K200595)</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>CellaVision DC-1</td>
<td>Blood cell counter</td>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>Analytical and clinical testing (598 samples) comparing to predicate device</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA (K201232)</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Limbus Contour</td>
<td>Radiation treatment planning</td>
<td>U-Net CNN</td>
<td>Benchtop testing only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA (K193229)</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Transpara</td>
<td>Breast cancer detection</td>
<td>VGG-16 CNN and gradient boosting trees</td>
<td>240 exams, AI-assisted (18 readers) and standalone studies, ground truth unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA (K202013)</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>WRDensity</td>
<td>Breast cancer density</td>
<td>Resnet-34 CNN</td>
<td>871 exams, standalone study only, consensus ground truth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA (K211951)</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>GI Genius</td>
<td>GI lesion detection</td>
<td>CNN object detection network</td>
<td>Standalone study only (150 videos with 338 lesions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIA certification</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Grail Galleri</td>
<td>Multi-cancer early detection test</td>
<td>Various ML models (logistic/lasso regression, Markov chains, random forest)</td>
<td>Prospective observational and intervention studies (&gt;130K participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLIA certification</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>InterVenn GLORI</td>
<td>LDT for ovarian cancer diagnosis</td>
<td>Regression models and RNNs</td>
<td>Prospective observational study (1,200 participants), ground truth by imaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA (DEN200080)</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Paige Prostate</td>
<td>Prostate pathology cancer detection</td>
<td>ResNet-34 CNN + RNN (multiple-instance/weakly supervised learning)</td>
<td>Standalone analytical testing on 847 whole slide images (WSIs) and AI-assisted study on 527 WSIs with 16 pathologists, consensus ground truth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDA (K202300)</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Optellum Virtual Nodule Clinic</td>
<td>Lung nodule diagnosis</td>
<td>DenseNet CNN</td>
<td>300 subjects, AI-assisted (12 readers) and standalone studies, ground truth unclear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Several devices have been approved for post-diagnosis decision making; for instance, Limbus Counter and Ethos are both devices that use segmentation CNNs like U-Net to draw contours of organ structures for radiation treatment planning.112

**Molecular-based algorithms**

Most molecular-based algorithms are focused on diagnostic applications in blood samples. FDA-approved cell counting devices like CellVision and Sight OLO use CNNs to characterize and count white blood cells, red blood cells, and platelets in blood samples and are intended for use by lab technicians.113 CellSearch uses computer vision algorithms to characterize the morphology of circulating tumor cells in metastatic breast, colorectal, or prostate cancer patients. The Cancer Genetics Tissue of Origin Test is an RNA-based diagnostic algorithm for aiding clinicians in determining the tissue of origin for tumors. Exact Science’s Cologuard is a colorectal cancer genomics test that is often conducted in addition to clinical testing. For instance, CellSearch DC-1’s FDA evaluation provided evidence demonstrating analytical precision via repeatability (measurements under the same conditions are consistent) and reproducibility (measurements under different conditions are consistent). The clinical testing compared measurements on patient samples with the approved predicate device. Other analytical validation characteristics include accuracy and specificity.

CLIA certifications are less transparent in their evaluation standards compared to the FDA (i.e., no publicly available summaries) but are generally limited to ensuring the analytical validity of lab capabilities. In addition to CLIA certification, most commercially available LDTs have undergone clinical trial validations that are registered with ClinicalTrials.gov. These studies tend to be prospective and larger in scope than FDA-approved device counterparts, which have a median participant size of 300.114 For instance, Grail’s Galleri has ongoing clinical trials with over 130,000 participants across multiple settings and countries. Intervenn’s GLORI test enrolled 1,200 patients in its clinical trial. Primary endpoints are similar to FDA evaluations and include AUC, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value.

**Clinical studies evaluating cancer ML algorithms**

The types of clinical studies vary depending on the regulatory pathway a device is approved by. For FDA approval, devices must demonstrate evidence of clinical safety and effectiveness for use on patients. Clinical evidence is typically produced via AI-assisted studies and/or standalone studies. AI-assisted studies compare clinicians using AI in diagnostic decision making with those not using AI. In these studies, ground truthing is typically determined by the consensus of several specialists’ interpretations. Readers are selected across varying degrees of specialty (generalist versus board certified). Standalone studies provide another form of clinical evidence: the performance of the AI alone is assessed with reference to a reader consensus ground truth, and the metric is compared to the average clinical reader’s performance or a standard. In both types of studies, evaluation studies are typically enriched with cancer cases relative to the population incidence rate.

As an example, Transpara, a breast cancer detection algorithm that received FDA approval in 2018, reported clinical evidence from an AI-assisted study and a standalone comparison. Transpara draws regions of interest around suspicious lesions in a mammogram and outputs a score indicating the likelihood of cancer in the image. In the reader study, fourteen board-certified radiologists read mammograms once with the aid of AI and once without, with a one-month washout period in between. The evaluation dataset consisted of 240 total mammogram studies, with 100 cancer exams, 40 false positive recalls from screening, and 100 normal exams. The primary endpoint was the superiority of performance with AI versus without. Secondary analyses included a superior performance with AI on lesion subtypes and average reading time saved by radiologists. The standalone study compared the AI’s performance with the average performance of the fourteen radiologists. In the AI-assisted study, the radiologists’ performance improved from 0.866 AUC without AI assistance to 0.886 with AI assistance. In the standalone study, the AI achieved an AUC of 0.887 versus the average clinical reader’s performance of 0.866 AUC.

**Discussion**

ML is increasingly important in cancer detection, prognosis, and treatment planning. However, the reliability and trust of ML algorithms have lagged behind the pace of technical development. In this section, we discuss some key challenges that ML faces on the path to the clinic, including disparate regulatory standards, stringent criteria for meaningful model evaluation, and barriers to adoption by doctors and hospitals. We then discuss how ML methods differ when applied to various cancer data modalities, and we conclude by highlighting some exciting recent developments in both biomedical and ML technologies that illustrate the potential of ML to transform clinical oncology.

**Regulatory standards**

Disparate regulatory standards in the US and internationally can lead to under-regulation and mistrust of ML algorithms.114 Within the US, the FDA has historically deferred the regulation of LDTs to CMS. Whereas CMS typically focuses only on analytical validity (i.e., precision, sensitivity, and accuracy of measuring
molecular quantities), the FDA places additional emphasis on clinical validity (whether the test accurately identifies the relevant disease in patients). As LDTs today increasingly provide diagnostic predictions and involve ML-based algorithms, demonstrating that cancer diagnostic tests truly achieve the desired clinical outcomes is necessary for ensuring their trustworthiness and reliability to doctors and patients.

Discrepancies in regulation internationally contribute an additional risk to the trustworthiness of medical ML algorithms. A study of medical devices approved in both the US and EU revealed that devices that gained CE mark approval first in the EU were three times more likely to be recalled due to safety concerns than devices that received US FDA approval first. A key difference is that in the US, the FDA requires clinical evaluation prior to approval; in the EU, clinical evaluation is only required after approval as a post-market follow-up study. In effect, the CE mark system incentivizes faster adoption of ML into the clinic but at the risk of prematurely approving devices that may pose potential harm to patients.

Limitations of ML model evaluations
The lack of high-quality, diverse evaluations hinders the ability to assess true algorithm performance in patient populations. One factor is the lack of gold-standard test datasets—on-site validations are difficult and patient data are hard to obtain, in part due to privacy concerns and restrictive data use agreements. A well-documented phenomenon of ML models is that they can learn spurious correlations present in device types and demographics, resulting in biased performance when evaluated on different patient populations. Additionally, evaluation test sets are often enriched with positive cases, which can yield imbalanced comparisons.

Metrics
Medical AI studies often use proxy metrics for clinical endpoints, which may generate misleading conclusions. For instance, AUC summarizes model performance across all possible operating points, which is not informative of how an algorithm will perform when deployed at a particular threshold. Algorithms that show an AUC improvement or exceed a certain AUC value (e.g., >0.95 in some FDA-approved devices) may perform differently in real-world populations. Fixed-threshold metrics like sensitivity and specificity should reflect the relevant clinical task at hand; for instance, a diagnostic algorithm may be optimized for minimizing missed cancers but should also consider the additional burden to patients caused by false positives (i.e., invasive testing and stress).

Clinical trials and monitoring
Prospective trials are also important to measure appropriate clinical outcomes, rather than a simple comparison to standalone references. For example, if an ML device is to be used as a clinical diagnostic aid, then it should be evaluated by comparing clinician performance with and without the device rather than evaluating the device’s predictions in isolation. Randomizing patient cohorts can minimize biases in selecting test populations. Also, prospective trials can capture human-AI interactions that occur after deployment. Continuous performance monitoring of ML algorithms after approval and post-market surveillance mechanisms are necessary to ensure that the purported clinical benefits of ML hold up under various distribution shifts. As a case study, earlier-generation computer-aided detection software for mammography was approved by the FDA in 1998 and widely adopted in part because of Medicare and Medicaid reimbursements. However, a large observational study by Lehman et al. on mammograms from 2003 to 2009 found that CAD software had failed to improve the diagnostic accuracy of mammography. This was due in part to changes in radiologists’ behavior, with increased familiarity with the ML over time. Moreover, the original evaluation data included older traditional film mammograms, which have since been phased out. As such, reproducibility and transparency are essential for building trust in the outcomes of validation studies.

Interpreting ML models
Interpretability is a common challenge for ML. One important reason is that most models do not explicitly identify causal features but instead rely on correlating input features with outcomes. As such, models may accurately identify phenotypes but rely on spurious confounders present in the data and present misleading conclusions. Nonetheless, interpretability methods can still be useful for explaining how an ML model makes its predictions, which is important for building trust with clinicians and providing additional diagnostic insight beyond the prediction alone. Interpretability methods can either be applied post hoc to extract explanations from trained models, or they can be incorporated into the model design so that the model learns to simultaneously produce explanations and predictions. Examples of post hoc interpretability techniques include using the ML model to generate heatmaps over the input and clustering the inputs into interpretable groups based on the ML model’s embedding of the input. As an example of a model with explainability built into its design, Zhang et al. created an ML model that learns to generate explanations in natural language for its predictions during training. "Post hoc methods are convenient because they can be applied to most models without requiring specialized training, but models with interpretability built in may provide more reliable explanations for what the model is doing. Models that output a probability or range of scores (e.g., from 1 to 10) should be carefully designed and calibrated to user expectations."

Challenges to adoption
While most academic research has been focused on improvements in the diagnostic accuracy of ML algorithms, many of the driving factors for real-world clinical ML adoption fall outside of solely technical progress. Interoperability and integration with existing electronic health records and image storage systems is a significant barrier to adoption by hospital systems. Clinicians may not trust or understand ML algorithm decisions and outputs. Developers must effectively communicate the economic value of their ML algorithms to hospital decision makers and overcome organizational inertia. Finally, patients and clinicians should also understand the benefits and risks of using ML in decision making.

Different data modalities require different ML techniques
Imaging and molecular data are the two most common data modalities in cancer diagnostics. However, in practice, they require
very different ML approaches due to fundamental differences in the problems each data type presents. Imaging-based tasks typically involve a needle-in-the-haystack problem, where small features associated with cancer are present in a large image space. CNNs are highly effective and have become ubiquitous because they are able to efficiently learn from large amounts of available data, and they can extract spatially distinct hierarchies of features present in an image.

Molecular data, on the other hand, tend to be highly structured and have features that correspond to distinct biological measurements (i.e., DNA sequences). A primary hurdle in analysis is the high dimensionality of biological features and the inherent sparsity present in the data. Here, ML regularization techniques like LASSO regression are used, as well as dimensionality reduction techniques like PCA for selecting salient biomarkers. Finally, statistical ML models like logistic regression and decision trees are used to pick optimal thresholds and minimal levels of detection that correspond to a clinically meaningful presence of disease.

**Future developments**

New biomedical and ML technologies are rapidly emerging that will change the way ML is applied to cancer diagnostics and may significantly improve the predictive power and clinical usefulness of these models.

**Biomedical data**

Biomedical advances are enabling physicians to obtain increasingly detailed medical data about patients. In pathology, new multiplexed proteomics technologies like CODEX allow staining for 40–100 proteins simultaneously, providing a much more detailed view of the cellular and proteomic composition of tissues than traditional staining techniques like H&E staining and immunofluorescence. Similarly, spatial transcriptomics provides a view of the spatial distribution of RNA transcripts across a pathology sample, thereby incorporating another form of omics data into images. Sequencing data from the tumor microbiome might serve as a diagnostic tool for oncology as scientists learn more about the role of bacteria in cancer. Data from the immune system, such as T cell receptor sequences, can also provide diagnostic clues for cancer based on the body’s response to tumors. ML methods that use these new sources of data may be able to make more accurate and specific predictions.

**Integrating imaging and omics**

Imaging and molecular data often provide complementary information about a patient’s cancer, so integrating these two data sources can improve ML predictions for diagnostics, prognosis, and treatment. One method of combining the two is through biomedical technologies such as CODEX and spatial transcriptomics, which overlay spatially resolved proteomics and transcriptomics data on images, allowing models to process omics data in image form. Another promising direction is the development of multimodal models, which fuse multiple ML models to combine information across several data types (images, genomics, clinical records, etc.) to make better predictions. Multimodal models can have a more holistic view of each patient and can combine multiple weak signals into a strong signal that can better inform the patient’s diagnosis or optimal treatment. For example, Vanguri et al. predict response to PD-L1 blockade in patients with non-small cell lung cancer using a multimodal model that combines medical imaging, histopathologic, and genomic features and outperforms unimodal models. Although there are many challenges to developing multimodal models, such as linking data across modalities and handling patients with incomplete data, these models may prove to be very powerful because they can reason across multiple sources of information, just as physicians do.

**ML methodology**

New ML models have emerged that improve upon the standard deep learning architectures, such as CNNs, that are commonly used in cancer diagnostics. Several such models have demonstrated clear improvements in predictive accuracy. One of the best examples is the transformer, which was originally designed for natural language processing. Transformers have since been modified and applied to pathology images. Another trend is to re-envision image-based data as a graph and apply GNNs. For example, Wu et al. convert images of tissue samples into graphs of cells, where each cell is a node in the graph and neighboring cells have edges connecting them. GNNS applied to these graphs can make diagnostic and prognostic predictions that may be more robust against visual artifacts and more sensitive to the interconnections between cells than image-based predictions. Instead of using new ML models, another option is to improve the performance of existing ML models by performing data augmentation with generative ML models, which learn to synthesize new data that look similar to the real training data. Generative models are also useful for translating between data formats such as generating text reports from medical images.

The technological advancements discussed in this Review illustrate the exciting potential of ML to leverage the latest biomedical data to transform the field of clinical oncology. As ML methods are further improved and carefully validated with appropriate monitoring and regulatory oversight, they may soon see widespread clinical adoption to improve cancer care for patients.
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